
 

 

State Health Assurance Society 
           Health & Family Welfare Department, Govt. of Odisha 

Bhubaneswar- 751007, District- Khordha (Odisha) 
Phone No.- 0674-2620500, Email ID: hr.recruitmentshas@gmail.com 

COMPLIANCE TO OBJECTIONS AND WRITTEN TEST FOR THE POST OF  

ASSISTANT DISTRICT COORDINATOR UNDER SHAS VIDE ADVT. NO. 02/2022 

DATE:22.03.2022 

                                                          Date-23.03.2023 
In response to Objection Invited vide Advertisement No. 02/2022dt. 22.03.2022 of SHAS, Odisha, a 

detailed database of compliance to objections raised by the applicants for the post of                   

Assistant District Coordinator has been published in NHM website www.nhmodisha.gov.in. The 

list is prepared after re-verification and necessary changes have been made wherever applicable. 

Further, Written Test for the post of Assistant District Coordinator shall be conducted on 

02.04.2023 (10 AM) at Govt. Boys’ High School Unit -IX, Bhoi Nagar, Bhubaneswar -751022. 

Details of examination schedule for the aforementioned post is given below. Candidates can 

download their admit card from www.nhmodisha.gov.in using their User Name (Application ID) and 

Password provided during submission of application form and bring a signed copy of the same with 

self-attested passport size photograph attached for admission to the Written Test. No separate 

correspondence will be made on this. The details regarding the shortlisted candidates have been 

uploaded in the above said website. No candidates will be allowed to the examination hall without 

admit card. The detailed instructions for the candidates appearing Written Test have been mentioned 

in the admit card, which shall be strictly adhered to.   

Sl 

No 

Name of the post Reporting Time Exam start Time Exam end Time 

1 Assistant District 

Coordinator 

10.00 AM 11.00 AM 12.30 PM 

 

Sd/- 

                                                                                                                                  Chief Executive Officer 

                        State Health Assurance Society, Odisha 
 

http://www.nhmodisha.gov.in/
http://www.nhmodisha.gov.in/


Sl No Application ID Name Status Remark Objection Compliance to objections

1 NRHM_ACO_67672 LIZARANI NAYAK REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement , the candidate has to enclose 

all certificates and marksheet in support of 

age, qualification& experience . No such 

certificate/marksheet in support of Tally is 

enclosed with your application. Therefore, 

your application is liable for rejection.

I COMPLETED MY DIPLOMA IN COMPUTER 

APPLICATION & TALLY ERP 9.0 FROM NICET(Regd 

No.684/09) KENDRAPARA ON THE YEAR AUG-2011 TO 

JUL-2012 WITH "A" GRADE, DATE OF ISSUE OF 

CERTIFICATE-30.08.2012, CERTIFICATE SL. NO.19975, 

CANDIDATE Reg NO.OR/KDP/RO 14268 KINDLY ALLOW 

ME SHOW ME MY CERTIFICATE

After reverification it is found that you have not 

submitted the tally certificate/marksheet. 

Therefore, your application is herby rejected

2 NRHM_ACO_64420 RUDRA KUMAR SAHOO REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement , the candidate must have 2-3 

Years full time post qualification experience. 

No such valid experience certificate is 

enclosed along with your application. 

Therefore, your application is liable for 

rejection.

Sir pls consider my application I have already 5year 

experience I had attached my experiencecertificate 

kindly sir check it properly Sir pls allow me one change 

for submit my experience certificate pls Sir you may 

further check my experience from my present work 

location Odisha Industrial Infrastructure Development 

Corporation Govt of odisha understanding, IDCO 

Jajpur Road Division jajpur Our division head no also 

attached 9437323379 Pls allow me last change and 

consider my eligibil

After reverification it is found that you have not 

submitted the valid experience certificate. 

Therefore, your application is herby rejected.

3 NRHM_ACO_66538 ASWINI NAYAK REJECT Your application is liable for rejection on the 

ground of hardcopy of application not 

received/not superscribed name of the post 

/late received/application received through 

ordinary post

Respected Sir, With due respect & humble submission 

i.e., I have applied a post A.D.C. carefully and all the 

hardcopy of application & required documents is sent 

on proper address. I was working as Office asst. cum 

accountant 3yrs in NGO. I hereby enclosed my 

experience certificate in which is supported my 

experiences. So therefore please sir kindly consider 

my application I shall obliged to you.

After reverification it is found that Hard copy of 

appplication has not been received. Therefore, 

your application is hereby  rejected.  

4 NRHM_ACO_66630 SANTOSH KUMAR 

PATTNAIK

REJECT Your application is liable for rejection on the 

ground of hardcopy of application not 

received/not superscribed name of the post 

/late received/application received through 

ordinary post

Respected Sir/Madam, My application is being filed as 

objection, though I have submitted my application 

and also hard copy of the application included in 

proper manner accordingly. So Please kindly recheck 

my application again and consider my case. With 

regards, Santosh Kumar Pattnaik

After reverification it is found that you have not 

superscribed the name of post applied for. 

Therefore, your application is hereby rejected.

Compliance to objections for the post of Assistant District Coordinator, SHAS
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5 NRHM_ACO_66399 BHISMADEB SAHA REJECT Your application is liable for rejection on the 

ground of hardcopy of application not 

received/not superscribed name of the post 

/late received/application received through 

ordinary post

I had already submitted by all certificate and 

documents by the post. So i request you to kindly 

consider my case. Further submitted by hard copy 

date 20.02.2023 by speed post. Please consider my 

case.

After reverification it is found that Hard copy of 

appplication has not been received.Further,as per 

instructions laid down in the advertisement no. 

02/2022 no fresh/ new document shall be 

accepted after due date. Therefore, your 

application is hereby  rejected.  

6 NRHM_ACO_66726 RAJASHREE MISHRA REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement , the candidate has to enclose 

all certificates and marksheet in support of 

age, qualification & experience . No such 

certificate in support of tally is enclosed with 

your application .The document related to 

post qualification experience in the relevant 

field is not enclosed with 

application.Therefore, your application is 

liable for rejection.

SIR/MADAM AS PER THE ADVERTISEMENT ADC 

QULIFICATION REQUIRED BCOM , I ASLO ATTACHED 

MY DIPLOMA IN OFFICE MANGAMENT CERTIFICATE 

WHICH IS EQUIVALENT TO B.COM AND CERTIFICATE 

SUBMITTED BY ME OF UTKAL UNIVERSITY OF 

EQUVALENT OF B COM IN WHICH IT IS CLEARLY 

MENTIONED 3 YEAR DIPLOMA IN OFFICE 

MANGEMENT IS EQUVALENT TO B.COM . REGADING 

EXPERINCE CERIFICATE I AM ALSO ATTACTED MY NOC 

CUM EXPERIENCE CERTIFICATE. SO THERE IS NO 

QUESTION FOR REJECTION. SO PLS CONSIDER MY 

APPLICATION.

After reverification it is found that you have not 

submitted the Tally certificate/marksheet  and 

also you have not submitted experience 

certificate in relevant field. Therefore, your 

application is hereby rejected.

7 NRHM_ACO_66338 TARUN MAHALI REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement , the candidate has to enclose 

all certificates and marksheet in support of 

age, qualification& experience . No such 

certificate/marksheet in support of PGDCA & 

Tally is enclosed with your application. 

Therefore, your application is liable for 

rejection.

Dear sir, Sorry to say my PGDCA & TALLY certificate 

and marksheet unfortunately not enclosed with my 

application hard copy and i submit hard copy of 

certificate & mark sheet at time of verification. Now I 

send soft copy of my certificate & mark sheetof your 

mailing address so,please consider my application

After reverification it is found that you have not 

submitted the PGDCA & Tally 

certificate/marksheet. Further,as per instructions 

laid down in the advertisement no. 02/2022 no 

fresh/ new document shall be accepted after due 

date. Therefore, your application is hereby  

rejected.  

8 NRHM_ACO_64201 SIDHANTA SAHOO REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement , the candidate has to enclose 

all certificates and marksheet in support of 

age, qualification& experience . No such 

certificate/marksheet in support of PGDCA & 

Tally is enclosed with your application. 

Therefore, your application is liable for 

rejection.

Sir, I am submitted my all certificate and marksheet as 

per your notification. Please check and resolve.

After reverification it is found that you have not 

submitted the PGDCA & Tally 

certificate/marksheet. Therefore, your 

application is herby rejected



Sl No Application ID Name Status Remark Objection Compliance to objections

9 NRHM_ACO_65849 SUVENDRA KUMAR ROUT REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement, the candidate must have 2-3 

Years of full time post qualification 

experience in relevant field. The document 

related to post qualification experience in 

the relevant field is not enclosed with 

application. NOC from the current employer 

not submitted.Therefore, your application is 

liable for rejection.

Respected Sir/Madam, I have submitted my post 

qualification experience with all hard copies of 

document.I have alredy resigned from my job When I 

applied this job. So I am not submit NOC. I had also 

provisionally selected by other advertisement by your 

end. So kindly look into this and do needful.

After reverification it is found that you have not 

submitted the experience certificate in relevant 

field. Therefore, your application is herby 

rejected

10 NRHM_ACO_64829 SAGAR KUMAR SWAIN REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement , the candidate has to enclose 

all certificates and marksheet in support of 

age, qualification& should have 2-3 years of 

post qualification expereience and self attest 

all the enclosures. You have not self attested 

all the certificate. Again 

certificate/marksheet in support of Tally is 

not enclosed with your application. Further 

certificate in support of NOC is enclosed with 

your application . Therefore, your application 

is liable for rejection

I accept the objection.I would like to intimate that I 

had enclosed and self attested all the certificate along 

with PGDCA certificate and Tally was included in 

PGDCA course.I am well versed in Tally ERP as well as 

Tally Prime.Hence, I request you to kindly consider to 

appear the selection process for the Asst. District 

Coordinator for SHAS.

After reverification it is found that you have not 

submitted the Tally certificate/marksheet and 

also you have not self attested all the documents. 

Therefore, your application is herby rejected

11 NRHM_ACO_67361 BISHAL AGRAWAL REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement , the candidate has to enclose 

all certificates and marksheet in support of 

age, qualification& experience . No such 

certificate/marksheet in support of PGDCA is 

enclosed with your application. Therefore, 

your application is liable for rejection.

At the time of application submission of hardcopy by 

mistakenly not attached my PGDCA certificate ,now 

submitted my PGDCA certificate , please sir kindly 

considered my objection.

After reverification it is found that you have not 

submitted the PGDCA certificate/marksheet. 

Further,as per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement no. 02/2022  no fresh/ new 

document shall be accepted after due date. 

Therefore, your application is hereby  rejected.
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12 NRHM_ACO_63309 AMIT KUMAR SAMAL REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement , the candidate has to enclose 

all certificates and marksheet in support of 

age, qualification& experience . No such 

certificate/marksheet in support of Tally is 

enclosed with your application. Again the 

document related to post qualification 

experience in the relevant field is not 

enclosed with application. Therefore, your 

application is liable for rejection.

Sir as you have mentioned my application have been 

rejected due to part of submission. It was a 

misunderstanding while I am filling form. I have 

already completed Tally course before one year. Now 

I have Tally certificate to show. Therefore if you shall 

give me one chance to accept my Tally certificate, I 

will be very grateful.

After reverification it is found that you have not 

submitted the Tally certificate/marksheet and 

also you have not submitted experience 

certificate in relevant field. Further,as per 

instructions laid down in the advertisement no 

02/2022.  no fresh/ new document shall be 

accepted after due date. Therefore, your 

application is hereby  rejected.

13 NRHM_ACO_64066 CHINMAYA KUMAR 

PRADHAN

REJECT The candidate has to enclose duly signed 

system generate application along with self-

attested copies of all certificates and 

marksheet in support of age, qualification, 

experience etc. You have not enclosed 

signed system generated application 

form.Also As per instructions laid down in 

the advertisement , the candidate must have 

minimum 2-3 years of full-time post 

qualification experience in relevant field.The 

document related to post qualification 

experience in the relevant filed is not 

enclosed

Sir, give me one chance to submit the experience 

certificates in pdf format online by which i will remain 

grateful ever.

After Reverification, it is found that  you have not 

signed the system generated application form 

and also you have not submitted experience 

certificate in relevant field. Further,as per 

instructions laid down in the advertisement no 

02/2022 no fresh/ new document shall be 

accepted after due date. Therefore, your 

application is hereby  rejected.

14 NRHM_ACO_65127 SUJIT KUMAR 

MOHAPATRA

REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement , the candidate has to enclose 

all certificates and marksheet in support of 

age, qualification& experience . No such 

certificate/marksheet in support of PGDCA & 

Tally is enclosed with your application. 

Therefore, your application is liable for 

rejection.

I have all documents with us i can submit with in due 

date, kindly consider it.

After reverification it is found that you have not 

submitted the PGDCA & Tally 

certificate/marksheet. Further,as per instructions 

laid down in the advertisement no 02/2022.  no 

fresh/ new document shall be accepted after due 

date. Therefore, your application is hereby  

rejected.  
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15 NRHM_ACO_64956 SANGRAM KESHARI 

PANDA

REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement , the candidate has to enclose 

all certificates and marksheet in support of 

age, qualification& experience . No such 

certificate/marksheet in support of Tally is 

enclosed with your application. Therefore, 

your application is liable for rejection.

Respected Sir/Madam This is regarding the notice 

objection invitation on dated 14th feb 2023, I have 

already Submitted Hard copy of Tally Certificate and 

Marksheet duly self attested With the all cartificate at 

the time application submitted so please check and 

consider. therefore i have again resend my Tally 

certificate and marksheet for your kind perusal and 

consideration.

After reverification it is found that you have not 

submitted the Tally certificate/marksheet. 

Further,as per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement no. 02/2022  no fresh/ new 

document shall be accepted after due date. 

Therefore, your application is hereby  rejected.

16 NRHM_ACO_65317 PRALIPTA MOHANTY REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement , the candidate has to enclose 

all certificates and marksheet in support of 

age, qualification& experience . No such 

certificate/marksheet in support of Tally is 

enclosed with your application. Again the 

NOC submitted is not specific for the post of 

Assistant District Coordinator. Therefore, 

your application is liable for rejection.

Sir,as per the given advertisement ,I have completed 

my post graduation degree along with computer 

course .and I am to say that I had sent all my relevant 

documents to your concern Office by post on 11.04. 

2022.Bymistakely Tally certificate was missed in that 

aplication form.I am so regreted .I am sending my tally 

certificate and my NOC certificate by online mode 

.kindly consider my case and obliged. Thanks pralipta 

Mohanty

After reverification it is found that you have not 

submitted the Tally certificate/marksheet & 

specific NOC.  Further,as per instructions laid 

down in the advertisement no. 02/2022 no fresh/ 

new document shall be accepted after due date. 

Therefore, your application is hereby  rejected.

17 NRHM_ACO_63625 SUBHAKANTA BISOYI Provisionally 

Shortlisted

Your application is liable for rejection on the 

ground of hardcopy of application not 

received/not superscribed name of the post 

/late received/application received through 

ordinary post

I have submitted the application with proper 

requirements, super scribed and before last date of 

submission. Please re verify my application and 

consider me for test/interview.

After reverification your application  is 

provisionally shortlisted

18 NRHM_ACO_64075 ADYAPURUSA PANDA Provisionally 

Shortlisted

As per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement , the candidate must have 2-3 

Years full time post qualification experience. 

No such valid experience certificate is 

enclosed along with your application. 

Therefore, your application is liable for 

rejection.

I , MYSELF CURRENTLY WORKING AT ODISHA STATE 

MEDICAL CORPORATION THROUGH SERVICE 

PROVIDER. EXPERIENCE CERTIFICATE FROM M/S A2Z 

INFRA SERVICES LIMITED VIDE LETTER DT.14.05.2019 

FROM 05/12/2017 TO 31/10/2018 & CONTRACT FOR 

EMPLOYMENT DT.03.11.2018,SALARY SLIP FOR THE 

MONTH OF NOVEMEBER, DECEMBER 2022 FROM THE 

CURRENT EMPLOYER i.e M/s G4S FACILITY SERVICES 

(INDIA) PVT. LTD. FOR THE PERIOD FROM 03.11.2018 

TO 31.01.2022 WAS ALREDY SUBMITTED TO YOUR 

OFFICE. MY OBJECTION MAY BE ACCEPTED AND I MAY 

B

After reverification,your application  is 

provisionally shortlisted
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19 NRHM_ACO_67560 DEEPIKA MOHANTY REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement , the candidate has to enclose 

all certificates and marksheet in support of 

age, qualification& experience . No such 

certificate/marksheet in support of Tally is 

enclosed with your application. Again As per 

instructions laid down in the advertisement , 

the candidate has to enclose all certificates 

and marksheet in support of age, 

qualification & experience along with a 

passport size photograph & the ID Proof. The 

passport size photo, Tally & t

AS PER NOTIFICATION OF PROVISIONAL LIST, MY 

APPLICATION IS COMING UNDER OBJECTION DUE TO 

LACK OF TALLY,ID PROOF & PASS PORT SIZE PHOTO 

ARE NOT ATTACHED, BUT I AM ENSURED, ALL THESE 

DOCUMENTS HAD BEEN ENCLOSED WITH PRINT OUT 

APPLICATION FORM AT THE TIME OF SUBMISSION, SO 

REQUESTED YOU, KINDLY ONCE AGAIN VERIFY MY 

APPLICATION FORM WITH DETAILS DOCUMENTS.(REF 

AADHAAR NO-800635734595, TALLY COMPUTER 

INSTITUTE-BRIGHT FUTURE,BHADRAK)

After reverification it is found that you have not 

submitted the Tally certificate/marksheet and 

passport size photograph & ID proof. Therefore, 

your application is herby rejected

20 NRHM_ACO_63369 BASUDEV NANDA Provisionally 

Shortlisted

As per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement , the candidate has to enclose 

all certificates and marksheet in support of 

age, qualification, experience & NOC from 

candidates working under Health Dept/ 

Govt. Sector. No such certificate in support 

of NOC is enclosed with your application . 

Therefore, your application is liable for 

rejection.

It is regret to intimate you that I Sri Basudev Nanda, 

an applicant, applied for the position of Assistant 

District Coordinator which has been rejected due to 

non-submission of NOC certificate from the Govt. 

Employer. But I have already shortlisted for the post 

of Finance Officer (Viva test) as well as Accounts 

Executive (written test) as per the same advertised 

posts without submission of NOC Certificate, as I was 

working in OBCC Ltd., through Service Provider. It may 

kindly be considered.

After reverification your application  is 

provisionally shortlisted
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21 NRHM_ACO_62753 HIMANSHU SEKHAR 

SENDHA

REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement, the candidate must have 2-3 

Years of full time post qualification 

experience in relevant field. The document 

related to post qualification experience in 

the relevant field is not enclosed with 

application. Again as per instructions laid 

down in the advertisement , the candidate 

has to enclose all certificates and marksheet 

in support of age, qualification & experience 

along with ID Proof. ID proof not enclosed 

with your application. Therefore

please check my application again

22 NRHM_ACO_62753 HIMANSHU SEKHAR 

SENDHA

REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement, the candidate must have 2-3 

Years of full time post qualification 

experience in relevant field. The document 

related to post qualification experience in 

the relevant field is not enclosed with 

application. Again as per instructions laid 

down in the advertisement , the candidate 

has to enclose all certificates and marksheet 

in support of age, qualification & experience 

along with ID Proof. ID proof not enclosed 

with your application. Therefore

Sir i submitted my all certificates and experience 

certificate with aadhar id,and my experience 

certificate is more then 7 years ,Sir i am working in 

CHC iswarpur Balasore Dist. DEO/Swathyamitra from 

2012 in RSBY/BKKY .

23 NRHM_ACO_62681 BIJAYA NAGA Provisionally 

Shortlisted

As per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement , the candidate has to enclose 

all certificates and marksheet in support of 

age, qualification, experience & NOC from 

candidates working under Govt. Dept . No 

such certificate in support of NOC for specific 

post is enclosed with your application . 

Therefore, your application is liable for 

rejection.

I had enclosed NOC CUM EXPERIENCE CERTIFICATE 

along with application form, I request you to kindly go 

through my application again and consider the same. 

By submitting the same documents with accounts 

executive which I had already appeared the written 

exam on dt. 31.12.2022.Once again I request you to 

kindly consider my compliance for ADC.

After Reverification, your application is 

provissionally shortlised.

After reverification it is found that you have not 

submitted experience certificate in relevant field 

and ID proof. Therefore, your application is herby 

rejected
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24 NRHM_ACO_64357 CHIRANJIBI NAYAK REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement , the candidate has to enclose 

all certificates and marksheet in support of 

age, qualification& experience . No such 

certificate/marksheet in support of Tally is 

enclosed with your application. Therefore, 

your application is liable for rejection.

As per instruction i had enclosed all certificates in 

support of age qualification & experience. this 

includes PGDCA/TALLY certificate. Now i am attaching 

again my certificate for your reference in your 

registered email.

After reverification it is found that you have not 

submitted the Tally certificate/marksheet 

.Further,as per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement no. 02/2022  no fresh/ new 

document shall be accepted after due date. 

Therefore, your application is hereby  rejected.

25 NRHM_ACO_62334 PURENDRA BEHERA REJECT Your application is liable for rejection on the 

ground of hardcopy of application not 

received/not superscribed name of the post 

/late received/application received through 

ordinary post

Kindly specify one of the reason. After reverification it is found that you have not 

superscribed the name of post applied for. 

Therefore, your application is hereby rejected.

26 NRHM_ACO_63974 SURAJ DIBYA PRAKASH 

MOHAPATRA

REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement, the candidate must have 2-3 

Years of full time post qualification 

experience in relevant field. The document 

related to post qualification experience in 

the relevant field is not enclosed with 

application. Therefore, your application is 

liable for rejection.

Thanks for giving your precious time towards detailed 

verification of my application. As my PG degree is in 

distance mode hence my post qualification experience 

is treated as my working experience and calculated 

from after completion of my graduation degree (i.e. 

B.com). Thanking You.

After reverification it is found that you have not 

submitted the experience certificate in relevant 

field. Therefore, your application is herby 

rejected

27 NRHM_ACO_64879 KUMAR CHINMAY 

MOHAPATRA

REJECT Your application is liable for rejection on the 

ground of hardcopy of application not 

received/not superscribed name of the post 

/late received/application received through 

ordinary post

I WILL SEND MY HARD COPY OF APPLICATION ALONG 

WITH ALL REQUISITE DOCUMENTS TO YOUR GOOD 

OFFICE ON OR BEFORE 20.02.2023, POSITIVELY. 

KINDLY CONSIDER MY APPLICATION, FOR WHICH I 

WILL BE GRATEFUL TO YOU.

After reverification it is found that Hard copy of 

appplication has not been received. Further,as 

per instructions laid down in the advertisement 

no. 02/2022 no fresh/ new document shall be 

accepted after due date. Therefore, your 

application is hereby  rejected.  

28 NRHM_ACO_62666 SHRADDHA SNIGDHA 

RATH

Provisionally 

Shortlisted

Your application is liable for rejection on the 

ground of hardcopy of application not 

received/not superscribed name of the post 

/late received/application received through 

ordinary post

Dear Ma'm/Sir, With all due respect I want to inform 

you that I have submitted all the required documents 

with signature and mentioned the post I have applied 

for and send it in speed post as the form tell us to do 

so. Kindly re-verify my submitted application. Regards 

Shraddha Snigdha Rath

After reverification your application is 

provisionally  shortlisted
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29 NRHM_ACO_65732 BISWANATH SAMAL REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement , the candidate has to enclose 

all certificates and marksheet in support of 

age, qualification& experience . No such 

certificate/marksheet in support of Tally is 

enclosed with your application. Therefore, 

your application is liable for rejection.

As per instruction of notification, all certificates in 

support of age, qualification & experience along with 

computer PGDCA certificate is attached. But 

unfortunately the Tally course is not mentioned in 

PGDCA certificate. Sir as I am finance/commerce 

background candidates, why should I entertain the 

computer course without Tally & ERP, which is 

worthless. Due to uniform format for both finance & 

non finance students, it has been standardized as 

accordingly, so Tally is coming under my course.

After reverification it is found that you have not 

submitted the Tally certificate/marksheet. 

Therefore, your application is hereby  rejected.

30 NRHM_ACO_62473 SANTOSH KUMAR SAHU REJECT Your application is liable for rejection on the 

ground of hardcopy of application not 

received/not superscribed name of the post 

/late received/application received through 

ordinary post

I had already submitted the hard copy of application 

along with relevant documents through Speed post 

and the same had already been delivered to your 

office on dated. 30.03.2022 but it is a matter of 

concern that I have been rejected due to non-

superscribed name of the post on the top of the 

envelope. I accept the objection and it's my humble 

request to kindly consider my application and allow 

me to appear in the selection process for the post of 

Asst District Coordinator.

After reverification it is found that you have not 

superscribed the name of post applied for. 

Therefore, your application is hereby rejected.

31 NRHM_ACO_65988 CHITTARANJAN MALLICK REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement , the candidate has to enclose 

all certificates and marksheet in support of 

age, qualification, experience and one recent 

passport size photo. One recent passport size 

photograph is not enclosed with your 

application.Again as per instructions laid 

down in the advertisement , the candidate 

has to enclose all certificates and marksheet 

in support of age, qualification & experience 

. No such certificate/marksheet in support of 

Tally is enclosed w

As per instruction laid down the advertisement, I will 

submitted all certificate at the time of face the 

interview.

After reverification it is found that you have not 

submitted Tally certificate and passport size 

photograph. Further,as per instructions laid down 

in the advertisement no 02/2022  no fresh/ new 

document shall be accepted after due date. 

Therefore, your application is hereby  rejected.
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32 NRHM_ACO_63790 PREMANANDA JENA REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement, the candidate must have 2-3 

Years of full time post qualification 

experience in relevant field. The document 

related to post qualification experience in 

the relevant field is not enclosed with 

application. Therefore, your application is 

liable for rejection.

As per the advertisement I have furnished all the 

details and I have met the eligibility criteria to the best 

of my knowledge with all the supporting documents 

and relevant experience certificate. Its my Ernest 

request to kindly recheck the same and if the same is 

missing I can provide it at the earliest.

After reverification it is found that you have not 

submitted the experience certificate in relevant 

field. Further,as per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement no 02/2022.  no fresh/ new 

document shall be accepted after due date. 

Therefore, your application is hereby  rejected.

33 NRHM_ACO_63271 SURAJ SARKAR REJECT Your application is liable for rejection on the 

ground of hardcopy of application not 

received/not superscribed name of the post 

/late received/application received through 

ordinary post

I have send the hardcopy of my documents through 

professional courier and it got delivered on time in 

concerned department. Kindly verify and reconsider it 

and let me some time so that I can send my 

documents or delivery my documents to the 

concerned department again if it was not found.

After reverification it is found that Hard copy of 

appplication has not been received.Further,as per 

instructions laid down in the advertisement no. 

02/2022  no fresh/ new document shall be 

accepted after due date. Therefore, your 

application is hereby  rejected.  

34 NRHM_ACO_65068 SOUMYA SUGANDHA 

NANDA

REJECT Your application is liable for rejection on the 

ground of hardcopy of application not 

received/not superscribed name of the post 

/late received/application received through 

ordinary post

It was given on time. kindly consider my case. After reverification it is found that you have not 

superscribed the name of post applied for. 

Therefore, your application is hereby rejected.

35 NRHM_ACO_64211 TUSAR KANTI PANDA REJECT Your application is liable for rejection on the 

ground of hardcopy of application not 

received/not superscribed name of the post 

/late received/application received through 

ordinary post

I was sent my application form along with xerox copy 

of certificate by postoffice.Please apologize me,due to 

postal delay my docuements cannot reached in your 

office in time. Again I will send my application form 

and xerox copy of certificate in your office on 15-2-

2023 speedpost by postoffice.

After reverification it is found that Hard copy of 

appplication has not been received. Further,as 

per instructions laid down in the advertisement 

no. 02/2022 no fresh/ new document shall be 

accepted after due date. Therefore, your 

application is hereby  rejected.  



Sl No Application ID Name Status Remark Objection Compliance to objections

36 NRHM_ACO_62513 SUNIL KUMAR 

MOHAPATRA

REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement , the candidate has to enclose 

all certificates and marksheet in support of 

age, qualification & experience . No such 

certificate/marksheet in support of Tally is 

enclosed with your application. Therefore, 

your application is liable for rejection.

Respected Mam/Sir, I have submitted Tally.ERP9 

certificate with the application which was at your end 

for verification. if there is any 

misplacement/attachments kindly accept my 

application so that I am able to produce the relevant 

documents in front of you. Hence i pray to my honour 

for kind consideration and sympathetic judgement in 

favour of myself which will save my candidature and 

livelihood. Yours Faithfully, Sunil Kumar Mohapatra 

Application ID- NRHM_ACO_62513

After reverification it is found that you have not 

submitted the Tally certificate/marksheet. 

Further,as per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement no 02/2022 no fresh/ new 

document shall be accepted after due date. 

Therefore, your application is hereby  rejected.  

37 NRHM_ACO_62295 SUVRAJEET SAHOO REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement, the candidate must have 2-3 

Years of full time post qualification 

experience in relevant field. The document 

related to post qualification experience in 

the relevant field is not enclosed with 

application. Therefore, your application is 

liable for rejection.

Dear Madam/ Sir, I had attached the relevant 

experience certificate alongwith the application 

form.Please again verify the application form. 

Thanking you.

After reverification, it is found that your 

experience is not related to relevant field. 

Therefore, your application is here by rejected.

38 NRHM_ACO_65172 GOURANGA CHARAN 

SAHOO

Provisionally 

Shortlisted

As per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement , the candidate has to enclose 

all certificates and marksheet in support of 

age, qualification, experience & NOC from 

candidates working under Health Dept/ 

Govt. Sector. No such certificate in support 

of NOC is enclosed with your application . 

Therefore, your application is liable for 

rejection.

R Sirs/Madams, As per your notice my application for 

the post of Asst District Coordinator is liable for 

rejection due to no certificate in support of NOC is 

enclosed with application. For your kind attention I've 

attached all documents as mentioned in the 

application form. It is further intimate to you that at 

the time of submission of my application and also at 

present I neither working under Health Dept. nor 

under any Govt. Sector. Hence no NOC is required to 

enclose with my applicati

After reverification your application is 

provisionally shortlisted.

39 NRHM_ACO_66749 NILAMANI PATTNAIK Provisionally 

Shortlisted

Your application is liable for rejection on the 

ground of hardcopy of application not 

received/not superscribed name of the post 

/late received/application received through 

ordinary post

I have sent all the self attested hard copies. My 

application has been sent in time also. I have 

superscribed name of the post on the envelope also. 

Very surpised to saw that my name has been rejected. 

Kindly recheck my application and give me a chance to 

appear the interview.

After reverification your application is 

provisionally shortlisted.
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40 NRHM_ACO_67559 ABHINANDAN SWAIN REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement , the candidate has to enclose 

all certificates and marksheet in support of 

age, qualification& experience . No such 

certificate/marksheet in support of PGDCA & 

Tally is enclosed with your application. 

Therefore, your application is liable for 

rejection.

I am not enclosed Tally Certificates because not 

mention in Enclosure List. But Now I am sent my Tally 

Certificate kindly consider my Objection.

After reverification it is found that you have not 

submitted the PGDCA & Tally 

certificate/marksheet. Further,as per instructions 

laid down in the advertisement no. 02/2022 no 

fresh/ new document shall be accepted after due 

date. Therefore, your application is hereby  

rejected.

41 NRHM_ACO_64587 SHRADHANJALI OJHA REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement , the candidate has to enclose 

all certificates and marksheet in support of 

age, qualification& experience . No such 

certificate/marksheet in support of Tally is 

enclosed with your application. Therefore, 

your application is liable for rejection.

Respected Sir, I have acquired the Tally Qualification 

which may kindly be verified in the enclosed 

Marksheet at Point No. 5. All Documents including the 

uploaded mark sheet had been submitted earlier. 

Hence I would request you to kindly shortlist my name 

and revise the same. I shall be dutybound for 

everyday pray.

After reverification it is found that you have not 

submitted the Tally certificate/marksheet. 

Therefore, your application is hereby  rejected.

42 NRHM_ACO_63773 RAJENDRA KUMAR 

BINDHANI

REJECT Your application is liable for rejection on the 

ground of hardcopy of application not 

received/not superscribed name of the post 

/late received/application received through 

ordinary post

CAN I SEND DOCUMENTS After reverification it is found that Hard copy of 

appplication has not been received. Further,as 

per instructions laid down in the advertisement 

no. 02/2022 no fresh/ new document shall be 

accepted after due date. Therefore, your 

application is hereby  rejected.  

43 NRHM_ACO_64488 DIGAMBAR MISHRA REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement , the candidate must have 

qualification BCom/Mcom with PGDCA & 

Tally. Eligibility documents submitted with 

the application do not match with required 

qualification for the post. Therefore, your 

application is liable for rejection.

Respected Sir, I have applied for this post as my last 

qualification is MBA and MBA is equivalent to M.Com 

. I have also done PGDCA and Tally package is included 

in PGDCA course. Therefore I request to consider my 

application for this post.

After reverification it found that you have not 

submitted Tally certificate and also you have not 

submitted experience certificate in relevant field. 

Further, Your PGDCA Certificate is reverified and 

Tally is not found from the subjects mentiond in 

PGDCA Mark Sheet. Therefore, your application is 

hereby  rejected.  
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44 NRHM_ACO_64920 SHUBHRANSU KUMAR 

SAMAL

REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement, the candidate must have 2-3 

Years of full time post qualification 

experience in relevant field. The document 

related to post qualification experience in 

the relevant field is not enclosed with 

application. Therefore, your application is 

liable for rejection.

Sir, I have already submitted my application form 

along with my experience certificate. For the last 3 

years, I have worked at SCB MCH, under NHM through 

an outsourcing agency. Kindly reverify my application. 

Yours faithfully Shubhransu Kumar Samal

After reverification it is found that your 

experience is not related to relevant field, 

Therefore your application is hereby rejected.

45 NRHM_ACO_62936 GOVIND MANDAL REJECT As per instructions laid down in the 

advertisement , the candidate must have 

minimum 2-3 years of full-time post 

qualification experience in relevant field.The 

document related to post qualification 

experience in the relevant filed is not having 

2-3 years . Therefore your application is 

liable for rejection.

Sir as per instructions minimum 2-3 year full time post 

qualification experience required but I have 2 years 26 

days post qualification experience there for I am 

eligible for the post.

After reverification it is found that period of 

service is not mentioned in the experience 

certificate submitted by you. As per your 

experience certificate your experience is not for 2-

3 years.  Therefore your application is hereby 

rejected.

46 NRHM_ACO_63953 SAROJ KUMAR DALAI REJECT Your application is liable for rejection on the 

ground of hardcopy of application not 

received/not superscribed name of the post 

/late received/application received through 

ordinary post

NOW,WHAT CAN I DO...SIR After reverification it is found that Hard copy of 

appplication has not been received. Therefore, 

your application is hereby  rejected.  
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Roll No

Appl.Id Name

1 NRHM_ACO_62263 NIRAKAR PRUSTY

2 NRHM_ACO_62336 SAMARJEET KHUNTIA

3 NRHM_ACO_62434 SK MD KALAM

4 NRHM_ACO_62445 NILAPADMA MISHRA

5 NRHM_ACO_62511 PRAVATA KUMAR JENA

6 NRHM_ACO_62607 TAPAN KUMAR RAJ

7 NRHM_ACO_62641 NALINI KANTA NAYAK

8 NRHM_ACO_62666 SHRADDHA SNIGDHA RATH

9 NRHM_ACO_62681 BIJAYA NAGA

10 NRHM_ACO_62683 MADHUSUDAN JENA

11 NRHM_ACO_62694 BISHWARANJAN TRIPATHY

12 NRHM_ACO_62704 SUSHANTA KUMAR JENA

13 NRHM_ACO_62750 DEEPAK BERA

14 NRHM_ACO_62868 MEDIPAKALA SURENDRA KUMAR

15 NRHM_ACO_62894 SANKARSAN DAS

16 NRHM_ACO_62916 BIBHUDUTTA ROUT

17 NRHM_ACO_62953 HIMANSU BHUSAN MOHAPATRA

18 NRHM_ACO_62964 SIDHESWAR JENA

19 NRHM_ACO_63038 SANTOSH KUMAR BEHERA

20 NRHM_ACO_63046 DEBASIS NANDA

21 NRHM_ACO_63083 DHANANJAYA SAMANTARAY

22 NRHM_ACO_63265 RAKESH KUMAR NAYAK

23 NRHM_ACO_63273 UPENDRA PANI

24 NRHM_ACO_63281 BISWARANJAN SWAIN

25 NRHM_ACO_63290 GURU PRASAD BHUYAN

26 NRHM_ACO_63319 SANGRAM KESHARI NATH

List of shortlisted candidates for Written Test 

for the post of Assistant District Coordinator, SHAS
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27 NRHM_ACO_63369 BASUDEV NANDA

28 NRHM_ACO_63391 SK KAMRAN ALI

29 NRHM_ACO_63457 ARUN KUMAR JENA

30 NRHM_ACO_63464 HIMANSHU SEKHAR

31 NRHM_ACO_63466 BISWAMOHAN DASH

32 NRHM_ACO_63482 MANOJ KUMAR SAHOO

33 NRHM_ACO_63510 SUNIL KUMAR ROUT

34 NRHM_ACO_63514 PRADIP KUMAR PANI

35 NRHM_ACO_63515 MOHAMMAD IMRAN KHAN

36 NRHM_ACO_63544 MILLAN KUMAR SASAMAL

37 NRHM_ACO_63546 GOURANGA CHARAN SAHU

38 NRHM_ACO_63615 PAYAL AGRAWAL

39 NRHM_ACO_63625 SUBHAKANTA BISOYI

40 NRHM_ACO_63637 FALGUNI TRIPATHY

41 NRHM_ACO_63640 V SANTOSH RAJU

42 NRHM_ACO_63643 LITON MOHAPATRA

43 NRHM_ACO_63671 RAJAT KUMAR GAIGOURIA

44 NRHM_ACO_63672 HARA PRASAD DAS

45 NRHM_ACO_63687 RABINDRA KUMAR SWAIN

46 NRHM_ACO_63701 ITIKANTA PANDA

47 NRHM_ACO_63715 RABINDRA BEHERA

48 NRHM_ACO_63827 SAPAN KUMAR LENKA

49 NRHM_ACO_63879 SAURAV SANKAR SAHOO

50 NRHM_ACO_63883 SUDIP KUMAR BAG

51 NRHM_ACO_63892 PRITIRANJAN NAYAK

52 NRHM_ACO_63904 SHRIKANTA JENA

53 NRHM_ACO_63911 GUPTESWAR MAJHI

54 NRHM_ACO_63913 SUKANTA KUMAR NAYAK
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55 NRHM_ACO_63930 BHUBANESWAR SUNANI

56 NRHM_ACO_63938 BIJAN BALIYARSINGH

57 NRHM_ACO_63948 NILAMADHAB MAHAPATRA

58 NRHM_ACO_64075 ADYAPURUSA PANDA

59 NRHM_ACO_64098 GAYATRI PRATYUSMINI BARIK

60 NRHM_ACO_64102 LAXMIPRIYA MOHANTY

61 NRHM_ACO_64114 JAGAMOHAN DUTTA

62 NRHM_ACO_64175 DEBASHIS SAHOO

63 NRHM_ACO_64284 UMESH CHANDRA RATH

64 NRHM_ACO_64285 ANSUMAN MAHAPATRA

65 NRHM_ACO_64297 CHANDAN MAHAPATRA

66 NRHM_ACO_64391 BAPUJI BEHERA

67 NRHM_ACO_64401 MANOJ KUMAR BEHERA

68 NRHM_ACO_64418 ABINASH DEHERI

69 NRHM_ACO_64423 SANTI PRADA MISHRA

70 NRHM_ACO_64461 BIBHUDATTA DASH

71 NRHM_ACO_64504 RAJENDRA PRASAD BEHERA

72 NRHM_ACO_64533 KSHYAMASAGAR BEHERA

73 NRHM_ACO_64547 SHYAM AGARWAL

74 NRHM_ACO_64567 PUSPANJALI SAHU

75 NRHM_ACO_64570 HIMANSU SEKHAR SAHOO

76 NRHM_ACO_64572 JAGANNATH SAHU

77 NRHM_ACO_64748 AKSHAYA KUMAR RANA

78 NRHM_ACO_64764 DEBASISH SAHU

79 NRHM_ACO_64868 UMAKANTA SAHOO

80 NRHM_ACO_64903 RATIKANTA PATRO

81 NRHM_ACO_64926 NAMITA SWAIN

82 NRHM_ACO_64967 BHABANI SANKAR TRIPATHY
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83 NRHM_ACO_64980 SUSHIL KUMAR DUTTA

84 NRHM_ACO_65001 SUMANTA PADHEE

85 NRHM_ACO_65014 HRUDANANDA GOCHHI

86 NRHM_ACO_65019 SHANTI GOPAL PRADHAN

87 NRHM_ACO_65038 BAISALI SAHOO

88 NRHM_ACO_65071 CHANDAN KUMAR NAYAK

89 NRHM_ACO_65107 SHASHIKALA SHEKHAR DEO

90 NRHM_ACO_65116 SANJAY KUMAR BEHERA

91 NRHM_ACO_65140 TANMAY SAHU

92 NRHM_ACO_65172 GOURANGA CHARAN SAHOO

93 NRHM_ACO_65199 RAMAKANTA SAHU

94 NRHM_ACO_65224 SRIKANTA KUMAR DAKUA

95 NRHM_ACO_65236 SIBAPRASAD ROUT

96 NRHM_ACO_65248 DIPTIRANJAN OJHA

97 NRHM_ACO_65278 SATYA SUNDAR DAS

98 NRHM_ACO_65280 SIBA NARAYAN ROUTARAY

99 NRHM_ACO_65282 SUSHRISANGITA PAL

100 NRHM_ACO_65308 DILLIP KUMAR SAMANTARAY

101 NRHM_ACO_65346 P RUSHIKESH

102 NRHM_ACO_65378 SANTOSH KUMAR PATRO

103 NRHM_ACO_65414 SAGARJIT KHUNTIA

104 NRHM_ACO_65421 SASHIKANTA SHARMA

105 NRHM_ACO_65436 DEBADAN PANI

106 NRHM_ACO_65470 MUNA SETHI

107 NRHM_ACO_65584 SANJAY KUMAR DAS

108 NRHM_ACO_65607 JUGANTIKA DASH

109 NRHM_ACO_65674 DEBASIS SAHU

110 NRHM_ACO_65680 DEBADATTA DALAI
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111 NRHM_ACO_65684 SUBASH CHANDRA GURU

112 NRHM_ACO_65704 PUJA BEHERA

113 NRHM_ACO_65729 ASUTOSH DUTTA

114 NRHM_ACO_65742 NIHARA RANJAN SAHOO

115 NRHM_ACO_65830 JAGANNATH PANDA

116 NRHM_ACO_65840 JITENDRA PARIDA

117 NRHM_ACO_65899 PRASANT KUMAR MUDULI

118 NRHM_ACO_65911 SAPAN KUMAR GIRI

119 NRHM_ACO_65982 SUBRAT BARIK

120 NRHM_ACO_65994 DEEPAK KUMAR SATAPATHY

121 NRHM_ACO_66042 DIPTI RANJAN PRADHAN

122 NRHM_ACO_66063 SURENDRA KUMAR MEHER

123 NRHM_ACO_66094 PRIYANKA SWAIN

124 NRHM_ACO_66106 HEMANTA SAHA

125 NRHM_ACO_66120 AYESWARYA SAHOO

126 NRHM_ACO_66157 RASHMITA PRADHAN

127 NRHM_ACO_66177 SHANTANU BISHOI

128 NRHM_ACO_66178 SUMITRA SETHY

129 NRHM_ACO_66218 SANGRAM NANDI

130 NRHM_ACO_66254 SUBHALAXMI SAMANTARAY

131 NRHM_ACO_66279 RAJIBA KUMAR SAHU

132 NRHM_ACO_66280 KALPATARU PANDA

133 NRHM_ACO_66301 LIJA BEHERA

134 NRHM_ACO_66307 APURBA MAITY

135 NRHM_ACO_66376 SRIDHAR KUMAR SAHOO

136 NRHM_ACO_66391 SUSHANTA NAYAK

137 NRHM_ACO_66419 PRIYAMPADA BHUYAN

138 NRHM_ACO_66434 GOUDA SANTOSHI KUMARI
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139 NRHM_ACO_66459 DEEPTOSHEE PRAVA BEHERA

140 NRHM_ACO_66469 PRASANTA KUMAR PRADHAN

141 NRHM_ACO_66519 SMITALISA SWAIN

142 NRHM_ACO_66530 SURESH CHANDRA SAHOO

143 NRHM_ACO_66561 UJAL KUMAR NAYAK

144 NRHM_ACO_66584 SOUMYA RANJAN PRADHAN

145 NRHM_ACO_66693 PRASANNA KUMAR SAHOO

146 NRHM_ACO_66704 KANHEILAL PADHI

147 NRHM_ACO_66741 SUBASH MEHER

148 NRHM_ACO_66749 NILAMANI PATTNAIK

149 NRHM_ACO_66851 G KHAGESWAR RAO

150 NRHM_ACO_66860 RAJA LAXMI PANDEY

151 NRHM_ACO_66864 M GANESH

152 NRHM_ACO_66909 MRUTUNJAYA ROUT

153 NRHM_ACO_66992 DALIRANI ACHARYA

154 NRHM_ACO_67033 SAGAR KUMAR SWAIN

155 NRHM_ACO_67097 BHASKAR PRADHAN

156 NRHM_ACO_67158 BASUDEV DAS

157 NRHM_ACO_67268 LEYARANI TANDI

158 NRHM_ACO_67282 SANTOSH KUMAR HARICHANDAN

159 NRHM_ACO_67313 SAUMYA RANJAN ROUT

160 NRHM_ACO_67360 BRUSHABHANU BHUYAN

161 NRHM_ACO_67366 JYOTIRANJAN SWAIN

162 NRHM_ACO_67412 BISWARANJAN MEHER

163 NRHM_ACO_67489 PHALGUNI GRAHACHARYA

164 NRHM_ACO_67497 PRADYUMNA KUMAR SWAIN

165 NRHM_ACO_67498 ROJALIN RATH

166 NRHM_ACO_67562 PRIYABRATA MOHANTY
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167 NRHM_ACO_67563 JITENDRA KUMAR BEHERA

168 NRHM_ACO_67572 SATYABRATA MOHANTY

169 NRHM_ACO_67582 Y CHANDRA KUMAR

170 NRHM_ACO_67632 AUROBINDA PRADHAN

171 NRHM_ACO_67633 BHAGYASHREE KUNDA

172 NRHM_ACO_67648 LOKANATH SAHOO

173 NRHM_ACO_67732 ASHOK KUMAR MOHANTY

174 NRHM_ACO_67866 ADITYA PATTNAIK


